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a b s t r a c t
In recent years correlative microscopy, combining the power and advantages of different imaging system,
e.g., light, electrons, X-ray, NMR, etc., has become an important tool for biomedical research. Among all
the possible combinations of techniques, light and electron microscopy, have made an especially big step
forward and are being implemented in more and more research labs.
Electron microscopy proﬁts from the high spatial resolution, the direct recognition of the cellular ultrastructure and identiﬁcation of the organelles. It, however, has two severe limitations: the restricted ﬁeld
of view and the fact that no live imaging can be done. On the other hand light microscopy has the advantage of live imaging, following a ﬂuorescently tagged molecule in real time and at lower magniﬁcations
the large ﬁeld of view facilitates the identiﬁcation and location of sparse individual cells in a large context, e.g., tissue. The combination of these two imaging techniques appears to be a valuable approach to
dissect biological events at a submicrometer level.
Light microscopy can be used to follow a labelled protein of interest, or a visible organelle such as mitochondria, in time, then the sample is ﬁxed and the exactly same region is investigated by electron microscopy. The time resolution is dependent on the speed of penetration and ﬁxation when chemical ﬁxatives
are used and on the reaction time of the operator for cryo-ﬁxation. Light microscopy can also be used to
identify cells of interest, e.g., a special cell type in tissue or cells that have been modiﬁed by either transfections or RNAi, in a large population of non-modiﬁed cells. A further application is to ﬁnd ﬂuorescence
labels in cells on a large section to reduce searching time in the electron microscope. Multiple ﬂuorescence labelling of a series of sections can be correlated with the ultrastructure of the individual sections
to get 3D information of the distribution of the marked proteins: array tomography. More and more
efforts are put in either converting a ﬂuorescence label into an electron dense product or preserving
the ﬂuorescence throughout preparation for the electron microscopy.
Here, we will review successful protocols and where possible try to extract common features to better
understand the importance of the individual steps in the preparation. Further the new instruments and
software, intended to ease correlative light and electron microscopy, are discussed. Last but not least we
will detail the approach we have chosen for correlative microscopy.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
For many years light and electron microscopy were two separate imaging techniques. Either the researcher was a light microscopist or an electron microscopist. Also sample preparation
methods differed a lot from formalin ﬁxation or acetone/methanol
precipitation to highly sophisticated cryo-preparation schemes.
Even today the division exists and talking about it is not always
well received. Fortunately, the two groups start to realise the
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advantages of both techniques and also how useful, yet important
it is to combine them to complete the picture in biological
research. The ﬁrst successful correlative light and electron microscopy data of a study of microtubules in PtK2 cells were published
in 1978 [1,2].
Electron microscopy proﬁts from the high spatial resolution and
the direct recognition of the cellular components. It, however, has
two severe limitations: the restricted ﬁeld of view and the fact that
no live imaging can be done. Light microscopy has the advantage of
live imaging, following a tagged molecule in real time. Through
super-resolution the localisation of ﬂuorescent molecules have
greatly improved [3–6] but there is no high-resolution information
of the total cellular ultrastructure as in electron microscopy. On
electron micrographs the reference structures can easily be
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identiﬁed. The immuno-gold labelling of sparse antigens, however,
can be frustrating. What may still give a decent ﬂuorescence signal
can be only a few gold particles on the section leading to no or at
best very doubtful results. Here, the direct combination of the two
information, localisation by (super-resolution) light microscopy
and high resolution morphology by electron microscopy is the
method of choice.
Combining the data provided by these two optical methods
enables live cell imaging, ﬁnding a single event in a large population of cells and identifying the local surrounding of the event at
high resolution. In the last two decades correlating light and electron microscopy data has become popular and essential in addressing speciﬁc questions in cell biology [7]. New preparation methods
but also instruments and software dedicated to correlative microscopy have been developed.
In this review we address the current state of successful preparation schemes for the different approaches for correlative microscopy. Special attention is given to the protocols that preserve
ﬂuorescence throughout the preparation protocol for electron
microscopy. Here, common denominators are searched and their
importance is discussed. Further, the newly developed light–electron microscopes are described and put in the perspective of their
applications. Last but not least we are describing in detail the
approach chosen in our lab, using the Tokuyasu cryo-sectioning
technique in combination with the Maps software.
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence map. The light micrograph serves the operator as a guide to
ﬁnd the marked cells in the electron microscope. Using the shape of the section and
the local surrounding of the cell of interest it can be identiﬁed in the electron
microscope. In more complicated tissue, the searching process can be very time
consuming and sometimes even unsuccessful.

Methods of correlation
On-section immuno-labelling
There are many methods to prepare a sample for correlative
microscopy depending on the ‘cultural’ background of the lab
and the speciﬁc needs. The easiest and most straightforward way
is the labelling of thin sections. The specimen is prepared with a
protocol suitable for immuno labelling (electron) microscopy.
There is a wealth of methods based on chemical ﬁxation and methacrylate embedding [8–17], on cryo-ﬁxation, freeze-substitution
and low-temperature embedding [18–21] or on Tokuyasu
cryo-sections [22–27]. From such prepared material sections of
200 nm but also ultrathin sections can be cut and mounted on glass
coverslips and immuno labelled with ﬂuorescent antibodies [28–
34] for light microscopy investigations and consecutive sections
on grids, labelled with colloidal gold for electron microscopy.
Alternatively, sections can also be mounted directly on electron
microscopy grids or ITO coverslips (coverslips that are coated with
Indium-Tin-Oxide to make the surface electrically conductive,
Optics Balzers AG, Balzers, Liechtenstein) [35] and labelled with
ﬂuorescent and gold conjugates for analysis with light microscopy
and thereafter in a TEM2 [36] or SEM [30].
After imaging in a ﬂuorescence microscope the resulting micrographs are used as a map, either lying next to the electron microscope (Fig. 1) or overlaid with the electron micrograph using a
sophisticated software [37–40], to ease the localisation of the cells
of interest in the electron microscope (Fig. 2).
Often, however, it is desired to observe the ﬂuorescent target in
the living cells before ﬁxation to catch a special event [41–47] or to
prepare a whole sample to ﬁnd the place of interest, indicated by
the ﬂuorescence label, in a three-dimensional environment
[38,48–50]. In the following we describe different approaches that

2
Abbreviations used: LM, light microscope; EM, electron microscope; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; STEM, scanning
transmission electron microscopy; ILEM, integrated laser electron microscope; GFP,
green ﬂuorescent protein; miniSOG, mini singlet oxygen generator; RNAi, RNA
interference; ITO, indium tin oxide; CEMOVIS, cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous
sections; DAB, 3,30 -diaminobenzidine; GMA, glycol methacrylate.

Fig. 2. Overlay of a ﬂuorescence image with an electron micrograph. The ﬂuorescence image was loaded into the correlation software Maps (see below) and
matched with the electron micrograph of the same section mounted on an ITO
coverslip. Groups of cells of interest were searched on the ﬂuorescence image, the
magniﬁcation and position of the microscope were adjusted that the group of cells
was within the recording frame (pink frame in A) and then an electron micrograph
(B) was recorded (adapted from [30]). Bars represent 3 lm (A) and 2 lm (B). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

allow the identiﬁcation of ﬂuorescently labelled proteins in whole
cells by light and electron microscopy.
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Pre-embedding immuno-labelling (photo-oxidation and particulate
markers)
There are many possibilities to label a speciﬁc protein in a cell.
The classical approach is, after chemical ﬁxation with aldehydes, to
permeabilise and immunolabel with a ﬁrst antibody against the
protein of interest. The permeabilisation step can be omitted when
surface antigens are labelled [47] or the label is taken up by a natural process such as endocytosis [42]. In a second step the primary
antibody is detected with a ﬂuorescent secondary antibody [51], an
antibody that ﬂuoresces and has a particulate marker like ﬂuoronanogold (Nanoprobes, Inc., Yaphank, NY, USA) [52],
streptavidin-Alexa488-10 nm gold [42] or quantum dots (Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) [53], which ﬂuoresce and
are electron dense.
The cells of interest are identiﬁed by ﬂuorescence microscopy,
then the sample is thoroughly ﬁxed with higher concentrations
of glutaraldehyde and the ﬂuorescence signal is transferred into a
diaminobenzidine precipitate [51,54]. 5 nm-sized and larger colloidal gold particles or quantum dots are electron dense and directly
visible in the electron microscope. The ultra-small gold particles
generally need to be silver-enhanced [52]. Small quantum dots
are sometimes not easily seen in an electron dense cellular environment this can be remedied by silver-enhancement [55]. After
the different markers are made sufﬁciently electron dense, the
sample is post-ﬁxed with osmium tetroxide and embedded into
an epoxy resin. Caveat, quantum dots can be routed into a different
pathway in living cells [53] and osmium tetroxide is not always
compatible with silver-enhancement [56]. Alternatively, to classical embedding, cryo-ﬁxation and freeze-substitution can be
applied [42].
More elegantly, clonable markers [57–61] are used to ﬂuorescently tag the protein of interest. After imaging in a light microscope the ﬂuorescence signal is used to polymerise
diaminobenzidine into an insoluble osmophilic precipitate as done
with horseradish peroxidase [62]. This method uses the fact that
during ﬂuorescence in combination of externally added oxygen,
the singlet oxygen molecules are generated that are needed for
the diaminobenzidine reaction. Hence, the precipitate is closely
associated with the ﬂuorescence marker. There are methods
described to convert GFP [43,63–65], ReAsh [58] and an improved
system, the miniSOG, mini singlet oxygen generator [57] into the
osmophilic DAB precipitate.
As an additional option, areas or volumes of interest can be
marked during light microscopy investigation with a
near-infrared laser, the so called infrared (IR) branding. The markers are autoﬂuorescent and can be photooxidised to an electron
dense signal for their re-location in the electron microscope [66].
Interestingly, although these methods are very potent for correlative microscopy they have not yet found routine application
and the wish remains to preserve the ﬂuorescence signal throughout the preparation for electron microscopy imaging.
Resins
For electron microscopy sample preparation, two different
types of resins are available: Epoxies (Epon [67], Araldite [68],
Spurr’s low viscosity resin [69], Durcupan [70,71]) and methacylates (London Resins [13], Lowicryls [9,11], Unicryl (Bioacryl)
[15], glycol methacrylate (GMA) [72]).
Epoxy resins can co-polymerise with the biological components
[73–75], meaning they cross-link with biomolecules [76–78]. The
epoxy group is very reactive and capable of ring opening reactions
to many organic moieties [74], hence also to ﬂuorochromes and
thus it often reduces or even abolishes ﬂuorescence. There is, however, a report of successful use of epoxy resin [48].

Methacrylates (comprehensively reviewed in [79]), however,
polymerise by radical chain reaction meaning they can only
cross-link with themselves, leaving the biomolecules untouched
[73–75]. All of the published recipes of successful preservation
of GFP ﬂuorescence use methacrylates as resin. The different
methacrylate formulations have different polarities, where
Lowicryl K4M is the most hydrophilic, followed by Lowicryl
K11M, then by LR white, LR gold and Unicryl, and then by
Lowicryl HM20 and the least hydrophilic Lowicryl HM23 [79].
Even HM20 is not absolutely apolar, it can tolerate 0.5%
(w/w) of water, whereas the hydrophilic K4M tolerates up to
10% (w/w) of water [9,79]. No systematic experiments have
been done to investigate the inﬂuence of resin polarity on
the preservation of the ﬂuorescence of GFP or other
ﬂuorochromes.
Successful preparation protocols
In the following we will summarise a few of the successful
preparation protocols to preserve ﬂuorescence with the aim to ﬁnd
the common denominator.
Chemical ﬁxation and resin embedding
Two protocols are based on chemical ﬁxation. (a) Zebraﬁsh was
ﬁxed with 4% formaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde, 3% sucrose in
PBS, pH 7.4, then dehydrated with ethanol and embedded in LR
white [80]. (b) Tobacco petioles were ﬁxed with 4% formaldehyde,
2% glutaraldehyde, 1 mM CaCl2 in 50 mM PIPES, (pH not mentioned), dehydrated in 90% ethanol/water and embedded in LR
white [81].
Cryo-ﬁxation, freeze-substitution and resin embedding
The other protocols rely on cryo-ﬁxation by high-pressure
freezing [82–86], freeze-substitution [87] and low-temperature
embedding [18,20,88–90]. It is, however, not clear if, next to the
improved structural preservation, the cryo-ﬁxation–freeze-substi
tution approach is also beneﬁcial for the preservation of the ﬂuorescence of GFP and other ﬂuorescent dyes.
All freeze-substitution media are based on acetone without
[48,91] or with 1–5% added water [92–96]. Water addition
can improve membrane contrast [97,98], it might also help
to preserve the ﬂuorescence signal. Except for one [95], they
all contain uranyl acetate as a ﬁxative and stain. The concentration varies from a saturated solution (0.1%) to 0.2%. The
higher concentration is added from a 20% methanol stock solution [92,94], which results in the addition of 4% methanol!
Interestingly, nobody of those using water tried to add the
uranyl acetate as an aqueous solution to avoid the negative
effects of methanol on the cellular ultrastructure [99]. In one
case the best results in terms of ultrastructure and preservation of the ﬂuorochromes were obtained with 0.001% osmium
tetroxide and 0.1% potassium permanganate as ﬁxatives
[95,96].
The freeze-substitution scheme varies only slightly, 30–58 h at
90 °C (85 °C), then warming with or without intermediate stops
to 50 °C to 20 °C. Usually the substitution medium remains
unchanged during the whole freeze-substitution programme
except in one protocol where the osmium tetroxide and potassium
permanganate is replaced at 50 °C for 0.1% uranyl acetate [96].
After the washing steps with acetone or ethanol, embedding takes
place into Lowicryl HM20 [48,91,92,94] Lowicryl K4M [94], LR
white [94] or GMA [95,96]. Watanabe et al. [95,96] noticed that
some batches of LR white are very acidic and therefore could interfere with the ﬂuorochromes that optimally ﬂuoresce at higher pH
around 8.0–8.5 [100,101]. Peddie et al. [94] use the fast substitution protocol [102] but they do not comment if the fast protocol
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has any inﬂuence on the stability and emission efﬁciency of the
ﬂuorochromes.
As an additional note: uranyl acetate binds to phosphate groups
and can thus cross-link phospholipids and nucleic acids [103].
Osmium tetroxide at high concentration and room temperature
can act as a protease [104,105]. At low concentrations, e.g.,
0.02%, antigenicity is not completely abolished but reduced by
50–75% for a particular epitope (1987, unpublished observation),
used for chemical ﬁxation during freeze-substitution osmium
tetroxide works more like a ﬁxative [106,107] and the effect of
1–2% of osmium tetroxide on the antigenicity is comparable to
1–2% of glutaraldehyde [108].
Summarising the observations, we can conclude that the cellular ultrastructure is better preserved by cryo-ﬁxation and
freeze-substitution; methacrylates are the preferred resins, however, LR white might be too acidic to retain high ﬂuorescence efﬁciency. 0.1–0.2% uranyl acetate or low concentrations of osmium
tetroxide and potassium permanganate do not abolish ﬂuorescence
of GFP, mCherry and mTomato. The results give no clue on the
importance of added water during the substitution process and
washing steps, although an aqueous environment seems to be
important for maintaining GFP ﬂuorescence [59]. It is advised to
store the resin blocks in the cold and dark to preserve the GFP signal and the sections need to be imaged as fast as possible. There is
one report on a reduction of ﬂuorescence from living cells to resin
embedded cells of up to 70% [109].

Fig. 3. Finding the area of interest. The whole 300 lm thick slice is imaged to ﬁnd
the ﬂuorescent neuron. The area containing the neuron is cut out and inﬁltrated
with sucrose. Bars represent 200 lm.

Tokuyasu cryo-sectioning
An aqueous environment, at least a certain number of water
molecules close to the chromophore, seems to be important to
maintain ﬂuorescence of GFP [59]. Therefore we decided to
setup a correlative approach based on the cryo-sectioning
method developed by Kyoteru Tokuyasu [22–24,110] and
reﬁned by the group of Slot and Geuze [26,27]. During the
whole preparation process, until the ﬁnal drying step, for imaging in the electron microscope, the proteins are kept in an
aqueous environment.

Fig. 4. CorrSight light microscope. In (A), the top of the light microscope is visible, the screen with the open software, depicting the ﬂuorescence signal of a section, the lamp
in the cap for bright ﬁeld imaging and the setup of the microscope slide holder. The large part with the handles but also the inner part (C) can easily be removed and replaced
by other setups. (B) The special holder for the pin of the microtome with the container to be ﬁlled with ice to keep the sample cold and in a moist atmosphere during
recording. (C) Mounting of the special setup.
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Fig. 5. 3D acquisition of a neuron. In the wide-ﬁeld microscope ﬂuorescence images are recorded while stepping through the sample block at 10 lm per step in Z. The neuron
is in focus from image 8 to image 24, i.e., the ﬂuorescent neuron begins at 80 lm below the block surface and ends at 240 lm.

Cryo-ﬁxation and imaging of the frozen-hydrated sections
Another option is to keep the sample in its native water surrounding. As water will evaporate in high vacuum it needs to
be kept frozen. Already in the early 80s biological material was
immobilised by cryo-ﬁxation, sectioned and imaged at very low
temperatures [111–114]. This preparation method has been
improved considerably by the group of Prof. Jacques Dubochet
[115–117] and today with modern equipment CEMOVIS
(cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sections) has become less
exclusive. The next step was to develop a cryo-stage for a light
microscope
to
image
the
ﬂuorescence
within
the
frozen-hydrated section and record the X, Y positions of the area
of interest for high-resolution analysis in the electron microscope
[39,118]. A further step forward was the development of a combined light–electron microscope [37,119] where the ﬂuorescence
can directly be imaged in the TEM with an attached light microscope, before imaging with electrons, thus omitting one
cryo-transfer step. As an additional beneﬁt it has been noted that
the ﬂuorescence is more stable in vacuum, probably due to the
absence of singlet oxygen molecules, and under cryogenic conditions [120]. With this approaches correlative light and electron
microscopy has entered the realm of true cryo-microscopy
[40,121–124].

Instrumentation
Correlative light and electron microscopy can be done with any
ﬂuorescence and electron microscope. The ﬂuorescence image is
used as a guide during electron microscopy to ﬁnd the corresponding cell (Fig. 1). To ease and speed-up the correlation between light
and electron microscopy new instruments and software packages
have been and are being developed and are discussed in the
following.

Light and electron microscopes as one instrument
The idea of using a combined light and electron microscope is
not new, already in 1982 an instrument was built for easy diagnostics in routine surgical pathology [125]. This instrument, however,
was never commercialised and got forgotten.
The idea was picked-up by the groups of Prof. Arie Verkleij and
Prof. Hans Gerritsen of Utrecht University and a laser light microscope (ILEM) was constructed. The ILEM could be attached, integrated, at a side-entry port, 90° to the rod of the sample holder,
into the twin lens of a Tecnai electron microscope (FEI Company,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands) [37]. Fluorescently labelled sections
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Fig. 6. Observation of the area of interest in the ultramicrotome. The area of
interest, here the Lucifer yellow injected neuron (arrow head), is always visible
during microtomy and the block can be precisely trimmed. Then ultrathin sections
containing the neuron can be cut.

with or without additional gold label on grids are loaded into the
electron microscope, tilted 90° to the electron beam and the ﬂuorescence is imaged in vacuum with the ILEM. The coordinates of
the interesting cells are stored, the holder is tilted back into the
electron beam and the positions are recalled to image the same
areas by electron microscopy [36,37,126]. The ﬂuorescence needs
to be imaged before the section is observed in the electron beam
as after a certain dose of electrons the observed area starts to autoﬂuoresce and the speciﬁc ﬂuorescence on the section can no longer
be observed. A commercial version of this instrument, however,
with wide-ﬁeld illumination, iCorr™, is available from FEI
Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
The group of Prof. Kuniaki Nagayama had the same idea. In their
construction they keep the sample in the imaging position of the
electron microscope and added a mirror at 45° with a central hole
for the electrons to pass and image the ﬂuorescence also with the
side-mounted light microscope [119,127]. This instrument is marketed by JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.
There are 4 descriptions of correlative microscopes that use a
scanning electron microscope for the high-resolution imaging
along with a light microscope.
Firstly, the airSEM™ that can image samples kept under atmospheric conditions [128]. The microscope consists of a ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscope that is vacuum-sealed with a
membrane at the pole piece. The sample is 50–200 lm below the
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membrane that serves as the ﬁnal electron lens. Depending on
the nature of the detectors, they are mounted in the vacuum of
the microscope, e.g., the BSE detector, or outside under atmospheric conditions. The airSEM can be coupled with any light
microscopy system for easy shuttling of the sample between the
imaging units [128].
A similar approach has been chosen by JEOL Ltd for their
ClairScope™ [129,130]. The scanning electron microscope with a
tungsten emitter is mounted up-side-down under a table. The column is sealed with a SiN window, 250 lm  250 lm and 100 nm
thick. The BSE detector is mounted in the vacuum of the SEM column. The sample is cultured and manipulated in the dish with the
SiN window above the pole piece of the electron column. Opposite
the electron beam a light microscope is attached to image ﬂuorescence or cathodoluminescence [129,130].
Thirdly, there is also an inverted version of the ClairScope setup
described [131]. The handling of the cells with this instrument
seems a bit more tricky as they are hanging up-side down under
the SiN window and cannot be manipulated during imaging.
Fourthly, there is an inverted light microscope, the
Simultaneous Correlative Light–Electron Microscope (SCLEM), that
can be installed in any scanning electron microscope as an attachment, [132,133]. The objective of the light microscope is mounted
in the vacuum chamber of the scanning electron microscope
directly under the electron beam. The light source and CCD camera
are outside. The sample is mounted on a coverslip above the light
optics. The advantage of this system is that high-numeric aperture
immersion-oil objectives, up to 1.4 NA, can be used; the electron
beam can be aligned with the photon beam at very high accuracy,
within 10 nm; and last but not least any light microscope system,
e.g., PALM, can be attached and fed into the light path [132]. The
SCLEM is produced and marketed by DELMIC BV, Delft, The
Netherlands.
The published electron micrographs of all those SEM systems,
however, are of minor quality [128–130,132,133] they do not make
use of the resolution power of the SEM. Effort in designing accurate
sample treatment and preparation is needed to be able to fully
proﬁt from the theoretical resolution of the instruments. Using
thin sections of ﬂuorescently labelled cells, comparable to the
TEM setups, the DELMIC system can provide stunning results
[134]. In addition this system has the potential to automate array
tomography [135,136].
Next to dedicated microscopes there are special holders, shuttles, developed to ease the transfer of the samples between a dedicated light to a dedicated electron microscope. Using individual
systems has the advantage that no compromises need to be done
in the preparation of the sample. The ﬂuorescence signal can be
kept under optimal conditions and high-numeric aperture objectives can be used. Further any light microscopy imaging mode from
wide-ﬁeld to confocal to super-resolution can be applied. After the
ﬂuorescence micrographs are taken, the sample can be further processed, e.g., by immuno-gold labelling, and contrasted with heavy
metal solutions for optimal imaging conditions in the electron
microscope.
Calibrated transfer shuttles
Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH has developed the ‘Shuttle & Find’
system that uses coverslips with 3 ﬁducial markers to calibrate the
positions. Images are taken with any kind of light microscope, e.g.,
the super-resolution light microscope ZEISS ELYRA PS.1, using a
1.46 NA objective and the coordinates of the images are stored in
relation to the ﬁducials of the coverslip. After preparation for electron microscopy the samples are transferred to a scanning electron
microscope and the location of the ﬂuorescence images is automatically retrieved by the ‘Shuttle & Find’ system [49,137,138]. A similar
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Fig. 7. A serial section of mouse brain tissue with eGFP labelled astrocytes. Serial Tokuyasu cryo-sections were collected on a Formvar-carbon coated copper ﬁnder grid and
imaged, sandwiched between a coverslip and microscope slide, using oil immersion objectives. The numbers indicate the areas imaged afterwards by electron microscopy.
The arrows indicate the cell of interest in the consecutive section that was not imaged as it is lying on a grid bar. Bar represents 500 lm.

Fig. 8. Bright ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images in CorrSight. Bright ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images at different magniﬁcation are recorded with Maps in the CorrSight light
microscope. All images are already linked to each other. (A) is a montage of a bright ﬁeld overview of the whole grid and the ﬂuorescence image. Note the central hole with
the arrow and the number 1 in the rim of the grid. (B) A higher resolution ﬂuorescence image of the Tokuyasu serial section is shown. Bars represent 1 mm (A) and 300 lm
(B).

approach has been developed by JEOL and Nikon, the MiXcroscopy
correlative imaging solution. The same specimen holder is used for
both light microscopy (Nikon) and SEM (JEOL). The specimen registration is fully controlled by the MiXcroscopy software.
For correlative cryo-microscopy several cryo-stages for light
microscopy were developed. The ﬁrst one by the Max-Planck

Institute in Munich [39,118], that is now marketed by FEI
Company. There is also a version from the University of Colorado
at Boulder [139] and the stage of Linkham Inc., was engineered
at the University of Leiden [140]. After imaging by cryo-light
microscopy the calibrated reference data are fed into the correlative software controlling the TEM.
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Fig. 9. Alignment and correlation of the light and electron micrographs. A secondary electron image of the central hole and the number 1 is recorded and the light micrograph
is loaded into the Maps software. With 2 points, e.g., the very centre of the hole (green) and one corner of the number 1 (blue), the light micrograph is rotated and stretched to
match the electron micrograph. Bars represent 50 lm (A), 30 lm (B) and 400 lm (C).

Fig. 10. Result of coarse alignment. The precision of the coarse alignment of the ﬂuorescence and electron micrograph is within 1.5–5 lm. In the example shown, the
ﬂuorescently labelled cell is displaced by 4.97 lm (green line) in respect to the electron micrograph. Bar represents 7 lm.

Correlation and imaging software
The Maps software (FEI Company) is a specially designed software to correlate light and electron microscopy for FEI CorrSight
light microscopes and scanning electron microscope systems
[30,38]. In addition, Maps software can read any type of images
obtained by any type of light microscope. A similar software,
CORAL (correlative microscopy for life science) was developed by

TESCAN Orsay holding. With CORAL any image can be correlated
with TESCAN SEM systems.
In this section we describe our approach for correlative electron
microscopy, the preparation scheme and in detail the use of the
Maps software.
The examples given are from brain tissue: one that expresses
eGFP in astrocytes [141] and one where one neuron was stained
with Lucifer yellow. Fresh brain tissue was cut with a vibratome
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Fig. 11. Fine alignment. With the radio buttons in the lower left corner the light
micrograph can be shifted and rotated to perfectly match the electron micrograph.
Due to local distortion this alignment might be repeated for distant structures. Bar
represents 4 lm.

Fig. 12. Fluorescence to identify the cell of interest. The neuron was labelled by
Lucifer yellow during physiological experiments. Correlating the ﬂuorescence with
the electron micrograph identiﬁes the cell that has been studied. Note: the intenser
ﬂuorescence signal over the crease. Bar represents 9 lm.

Fig. 13. Tileset setup. For large overview at high resolution the area of interest is covered with a set of tiles deﬁned by the pixel resolution and the frame size. There is an
overlap of 10% for subsequent stitching. At 3 points the focus is ﬁxed (white circles, WD Points 1–3) to calculate the focus for each tile and the set is recorded. Bar represents
20 lm.
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Fig. 14. Tileset of a brain section. (A) A part of a large stitched tileset of 44.9 lm by 41 lm with 1 nm pixel resolution. When gradually zooming in (B and C) the individual
gold particles indicating astrocytes become visible (C). Note that the cellular ultrastructure in the astrocyte is remarkably well preserved by the Tokuyasu preparation
method. Bar represents 2 lm.
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into 300 lm slices then they where immediately ﬁxed in 2% formaldehyde and 0.2% glutaraldehyde. In a ﬁrst step, the ﬂuorescently
labelled neuron is located (Fig. 3).
Tissue blocks ﬁxed with aldehydes, were impregnated with
2.3 M sucrose and then mounted on a sample support pin of the
cryo-ultramicrotome. The block on the pin is kept humid and cool
either by a self-made support dish [38] for imaging with a Zeiss
ﬂuorescence microscope (Imager.Z2, Carl Zeiss Microimaging
GmbH, Germany) or a special holder (Fig. 4) designed for the
CorrSight light microscope (former Till Photonics, now FEI
Company, Munich).
A 3D stack is recorded to deﬁne the Z-position of the area of
interest, e.g., eGFP expressing astrocytes or a ﬂuorescently labelled
neuron (Fig. 5) in brain tissue with the Zeiss Axiovision rel.4.8 software (Carl Zeiss) or the LA software (Live Acquisition, Till
Photonics) integrated into the Maps software (FEI Company).
After freezing, the pin is mounted in a cryo-ultramicrotome
equipped with a ﬂuorescence stereo microscope [38] and the block
is trimmed until the area of interest, using the 3D information
obtained in the light microscope and the observation of the ﬂuorescence in the microtome (Fig. 6).
The sections, often serial sections (Fig. 7), are collected on
carbon-coated electron microscopy grids.
The grids are sandwiched between a microscope slide and a
coverslip in PBS and sealed with nail polish. With a light microscope low resolution, 20 objective NA 0.5, the whole grid is
imaged using a montage option in bright ﬁeld (Fig. 8A) and ﬂuorescence and then ﬂuorescence of the section at higher resolution,
40 oil objective NA 1.3 (Figs. 7 and 8B). These maps are then used
to ﬁnd the same areas in the electron microscope. Any ﬂuorescence
microscope can be used but the CorrSight has an added advantage
that it operates with the correlative Maps software and all light
micrographs of one particular project are stored with their respective coordinates and are automatically linked to each other.
After light microscopy imaging is completed, the project is
transferred on the SEM computer and opened in the Maps software
installed on that system. The grids are recovered from the light
microscopy setup and further treated, e.g., by immuno gold labelling, post-stained with uranyl acetate and embedded in methyl cellulose before loading into the STEM holder of the scanning electron
microscope [38]. An electron micrograph is recorded with the
Everhart–Thornley secondary electron detector. We usually take
an image of the central hole with the arrow and the number 1 at
the border of the grid, but any two points that are clearly visible
on the light and electron micrograph can be selected (Fig. 9). In
the 2 points alignment scheme, we select the very centre of the
hole and a corner of the number 1. In case the images are mirrored,
the light micrograph can be ﬂipped to match the orientation of the
grid in the electron microscope.
Then the software rotates and stretches the light micrograph to
match the 2 points of the electron micrograph, which aligns the
light micrograph (or the entire project when imaged in the
CorrSight) with the current grid position in the SEM. After the
coarse alignment there might be a displacement in the range of
1.5–5.5 lm (Fig. 10). To ﬁne align an individual section to compensate for small shifts and distortions that may occur during the drying process of the section, the alignment can be repeated at higher
magniﬁcation. The software also has a 1 point alignment option for
X, Y translational shifts or a 3 point alignment to better compensate for distortions.
For ﬁne alignment the layers can be shifted and rotated with the
radio buttons in the ‘ﬁne alignment’ window (Fig. 11, lower left
corner) until precise overlap is achieved.
With the overlay of the ﬂuorescence signal and the electron
micrograph the ﬂuorescently labelled neuron could unequivocally

be identiﬁed without the need of an electron microscopy marker
(Fig. 12).
For large image acquisition, tilesets covering the entire area of
interest with the desired pixel resolution, typically 1 nm, are
drawn (Fig. 13). Our usual imaging conditions are: 30 keV,
800 pA, 5 mm working distance, 6144  4096 pixels per frame,
1–3 ls dwell time, using the STEM III detector (FEI Company) in
the high-angle annular-dark ﬁeld mode [142,143]. Up to now the
3 point focus regime was the most reliable. At 3 points (Fig. 13,
white circles) close to the area of interest the section is focused
at higher magniﬁcation, then brightness and contrast are adjusted
at the same magniﬁcation and imaging conditions the tileset will
be recorded. After all these adjustments are done the recording
can be started. With the speciﬁed settings, typical recording time
is about 1 h for a tileset of 8  11 images. The overlapping zone
of the tiles often is seen as a brighter strip, which is rather disturbing. To avoid this effect, the whole area of interest, when possible
the whole mesh is pre-irradiated with a high current, 13–26 nA;
large frame size, 6144  4096 pixels; and short dwell time,
50 ns; for about 30 min.
The tiles can be stitched by the software and exported as tiff
ﬁles or raw ﬁles when they become too big. An other useful option
is the export as an HD view ﬁle (http://research.microsoft.com/enus/um/redmond/groups/ivm/HDView/) that, under the Windows
operating system, allows viewing the whole recorded ﬁeld and to
zooming into the individual areas of interest (Fig. 14).
Outlook
Correlative light and electron microscopy has become a standard technique for many investigations in biomedical research.
With it, the micro- and nanoscopic dimensions in imaging are covered. Light microscopy can image areas in millimetre in X, Y and
200–300 lm in thickness at about 200 nm lateral resolution and
electron microscopy in the micrometre range and thickness in
the 100 nm range down to subnanometre resolution.
In biology there are many more dimensions to be covered.
Further, the morphological information can be complemented with
chemical information. Presently, soft X-ray microscopy stands
between light an electron microscopy. The thickness of a sample
that can be analysed is about 15 lm and the achieved resolution
below 50 nm [144]. Soft X-ray microscopy is usually associated
with a synchrotron [144,145] but laboratory based models are
upcoming [146]. Soft X-ray imaging in addition can provide chemical information [147]. An other exciting development is combining NMR chemical data with electron microscopy and localisation
of an isotope-labelled precursors by nanoSIMS technology [148].
13
C labelled glucose was fed to animals and the metabolites could
be identiﬁed by NMR. After high-resolution mapping using electron microscopy the distribution of the isotope was localised
within cells of brain and liver tissue to study the glycogen metabolism [148].
The ideal situation would be to detect a diseased area in the
body of a living person, e.g., by MRI or X-ray computed tomography, take a biopsy and narrow down the area by light microscopy
until high resolution imaging by electron microscopy. The morphological data could be complemented by functional data gathered by
NMR, nanoSIMS or mass spectroscopy.
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